
Shine a New Light on Ice Breaking 

 The Coast Guard is responsible for ensuring safe, secure, 
and environmentally responsible maritime activity in U.S. 
arctic waters  



Icy Fresh TLS
Trinity Lutheran School



Coast Guard To Hold Polar 
Icebreaker Industry Day March 18

One-on-one meetings with industry at the 

General Services Administration beginning 
March 28.



Introduction
• The Arctic has valuable untouched 

reserves of natural gas and oil
• The U.S. only has two icebreaker ships 

in operation
• Russia has 40

• We propose an upgrade to a current 
U.S. icebreaker which would create 
greater maneuverability and versatility 
in frozen and
harsh terrain, by 
installing a Fiber 
Optic Laser and 
painting the hull 
with Intershield
163 Inerta 160 
coating.

Proposal



Polar Sea
Polar Sea has been out of service since 2010 due 
to complete failure of five of her six Alco main 
diesel engines

$150,000,000 allocated to  
renovate the Polar Sea



How Icebreakers 
Break Ice

















Sloping bows
Lots of power and mass





Advantages of Fiber Optics
 1. No moving parts or mirrors in the light-generating 

source, unlike a conventional CO2 laser. This has a 
distinct advantage in terms of reducing maintenance 
requirements and operating costs.

 2. Much higher electrical efficiency, resulting in 
considerably lower running costs. A 4 kW fiber laser uses 
one third of the power of a 4 kW CO2 laser of average 
across-the-board performance.

 3. 50% longer servicing intervals and 50% lower 
servicing costs.                                            
http://www.industrial-lasers.com/articles/2013/11/fiber-versus-co2-laser-
cutting.html

http://www.industrial-lasers.com/articles/2013/11/fiber-versus-co2-laser-cutting.html


Fiber Optics Technician
 The technician will connect, test and inspect the fiber 

optic cabling used in the laser. 

 Average yearly salary-$51,720. 

 Education-High School Diploma or Apprenticeship 
and ETA- certified exam. 

 The Fiber Optic Technician will assist with the 
installation of the Fiber Optic cabling.

 The Fiber Optic Technician must work closely with the 
Electrician and Electrical Engineer.



Benefits of the Intershield 163 Inerta 160

 Low friction and abrasion

 High performance that will last for years

 Operational in temperatures as low as -58 Fahrenheit

 Controls damage to hull and mechanical parts saving 
money for future repairs

 Controls fuel cost and improves operational efficiency

 Up to 2.5x the impact and erosion resistance than 
standard epoxies

 High flexibility, bending stress, and compression
http://www.international-
marine.com/Literature/Intershield_163_Inerta_160.pdf

http://www.international-marine.com/Literature/Intershield_163_Inerta_160.pdf




Marine Electrical Engineer
 Makes sure the electrical equipment is safe and 

working properly.

 Designs parts for the ship.

 Uses wiring diagrams called schematics to tell the 
marine electrician what to do.

 Makes models to see how parts will work when putting 
a laser on a ship.

 Earns $89,630 per year 

 Needs an electrical engineering.

degree



The Marine Electrician
 Is responsible for wiring laser to ship, and wiring it to  

power source

 Annual pay: $62,000 

 Their qualifications: a 4-year industrial electrical 
apprenticeship and trade certification.

 Courses: technical communications, interpretation of 
drawings, applied mathematics, and laser safety,.

 Duties: ensure lighting in all areas, ensure all backup 
power sources are operational, and maintain electrical 
systems on ship.



Under direction from President 
Obama, the Coast Guard is 
accelerating its timetable for 
heavy polar icebreaker 
recapitalization. 
Under this new timeline, the 
Coast Guard plans to begin 
heavy icebreaker production 
activities in 2020, two years 
earlier than initially proposed.  



Requirements
 The PIB shall be capable of independently breaking though 

ice with a thickness ≥ 6 ft (threshold) / ≥ 8 ft (objective) at 
a continuous speed ≥ 3 kts

 The PIB shall be capable of independently breaking 
through ridged ice with a thickness of 21 ft

 The PIB shall be capable of breaking a single-pass channel 
to a width of at least 83 ft. 

 http://www.uscg.mil/ACQUISITION/icebreaker/pdf/PIBIn
dustryDataPackage_Feb2%20(2).pdf

http://www.uscg.mil/ACQUISITION/icebreaker/pdf/PIBIndustryDataPackage_Feb2 (2).pdf


Summary

Intershield 163 Inerta 160 not only protects the ship but 
can save 7%-10% on fuel cost. 
The laser increases the speed and ease with which the 
icebreaker can cut through the ice. 

An investment in the future
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